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ABSTRACT

While LLMs have made it possible to rapidly prototype new ML

functionalities, many real-world applications involve complex tasks

that cannot be easily handled via a single run of an LLM. Recent

work has found that chaining multiple LLM runs together (with the

output of one step being the input to the next) can help users accom-

plish these more complex tasks, and in a way that is perceived to be

more transparent and controllable. However, it remains unknown

what users need when authoring their own LLM chains ś a key step

to lowering the barriers for non-AI-experts to prototype AI-infused

applications. In this work, we explore the LLM chain authoring

process. We find from pilot studies that users need support trans-

forming data between steps of a chain, as well as debugging the

chain at multiple granularities. To address these needs, we designed

PromptChainer, an interactive interface for visually programming

chains. Through case studies with four designers and developers,

we show that PromptChainer supports building prototypes for a

range of applications, and conclude with open questions on scaling

chains to even more complex tasks, as well as supporting low-fi

chain prototyping.

CCS CONCEPTS

· Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI;

Interactive systems and ools; · Computing methodologies→Ma-

chine learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Large language models (LLMs) have introduced new possibilities

for prototyping with AI [18]. Pre-trained on a large amount of text

data, models like GPT-3 [3] and Jurassic-1 [10] encode enough infor-

mation to support in-context learning: they can be easily customized

at run time (without any re-training needed) to handle new tasks,

simply by taking in natural language instructions called prompts.

For example, a user could customize a pre-trained, general purpose

LLM to create an ad-hoc search engine for musicians by giving it

the prompt string: łGenre: Jazz; Artist: Louis Armstrong. Genre:

Country; Artist: ž. An LLM would likely continue the prompt with

the name of a country artist, e.g. łGarth Brooks.ž Beyond this toy

example, non-ML experts have used prompting to achieve various

ML functionalities in real-time, including code generation, ques-

tion answering, creative writing, etc. [3, 13, 15]. Recent work on

prompt-based prototyping [8] found that, with LLMs’ fluid adap-

tation to natural language prompts, non-ML experts (e.g. designers,

product managers, front-end developers) can now prototype cus-

tomML functionality with lower effort and less time, as they bypass

the otherwise necessary but expensive process of collecting data

and training models upfront [2, 8].

Despite the demonstrated versatility of LLMs, many real-world

applications involve complex or multi-step tasks that are nontrivial

for a single run of an LLM. For example, a music-oriented chatbot

(which we build in Figure 2) may require an AI to first determine a

user’s query type (e.g., find artists by genre as shown above, or find

songs given artists, etc.), before generating a response based on

the query type. As a result, designers and developers may struggle

to prototype realistic applications with only a single LLM prompt.
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Figure 1: The PromptChainer interface. (A) The Chain View visualizes the chain structure with node-edge diagrams (enlarged

in Figure 2), and allows users to edit the chain by adding, removing, or reconnecting nodes. (B) The Node View supports im-

plementing, improving, and testing each individual node, e.g., editing prompts for LLM nodes. PromptChainer also supports

running the chain end-to-end (C).

In response, we previously proposed Chaining multiple LLM runs

together [17], i.e., decomposing an overarching task into a series

of highly targeted sub-tasks, mapping each to a distinct LLM step,

and using the output from one step as an input to the next. They

observed that people can effectively use Chaining: they could com-

plete more complex tasks in a more transparent and controllable

way. However, it remains an open question how to support users

in authoring their own LLM chains. For designers and developers

to apply chaining to their own prototypes, they need to not only

prompt within each individual LLM step, but also design the overar-

ching task decomposition. Such a process requires targeted tooling,

akin to end-user programming [4, 5].

In this work, we examine the user experience of authoring LLM

chains. Through formative studies, we distill three unique chal-

lenges that emerge from the extreme versatility of LLMs: (1) the

overhead of fully utilizing LLM capabilities, (2) the tendency of

inadvertently introducing errors to the chain when prompting, and

(3) the cascading errors caused by blackbox and unstable LLM gen-

erations. Addressing these challenges, we propose PromptChainer,

a chain authoring interface that provides scaffolds for building a

mental model of LLM’s capabilities, handling arbitrary LLM data

formats, defining a łfunction signature" for each LLM step, and

debugging cascading errors. We conduct case studies with four

designers and developers, who proposed and built chains for their

own realistic application ideas (e.g., chatbots, writing assistants,

etc.) Our qualitative analysis reveals patterns in how users build

and debug chains: (1) users build chains not only for addressing

LLM limitations, but also for making their prototypes extensible;

(2) some users constructed one step of a chain at a time, whereas

others sketched out abstract placeholders for all steps before filling

them in; (3) the interactions between multiple LLM prompts can be

complex, requiring both local and global debugging of prompts.

We also observed some additional open challenges, and conclude

with discussion on future directions: First, how can we scale chains

to tasks with high interdependency or logical complexity, while

still preserving global context and coherence? Second, how can we

find a łsweet spotž for prompting such that users can quickly low-fi

prototype multiple alternative chains, without investing too much

time designing any single prompt?

2 BACKGROUND: LARGE LANGUAGE
MODELS, PROMPTING AND CHAINING

A generative language model is designed to continue its input with

plausible output (e.g., given a prompt łI went to thež, it might

auto-complete with łcoffee shopž). However, when pre-trained on

billions of samples from the Internet, recent LLMs can be adapted

on-the-fly to support user-defined use cases like code generation,

question answering, creative writing, etc. [3, 15]. To invoke the

desired functionalities, users need to write prompts [1, 11, 12]

that are appropriate for the task. The most common patterns for

prompting are either zero-shot or few-shot prompts. Zero-shot

prompts directly describe what ought to happen in a task. For

example, we can enact Classification in Figure 4 with a prompt

such as łIs the statement: ‘hey there, what’s up’ about music?ž In

contrast, few-shot prompts show the LLM what pattern to follow

by feeding it examples of desired inputs and outputs: ł[Dialog] Play

some music I like. [Class] is_music [Dialog] hey there, what’s up

[Class]ž. Given this prompt, the LLMmay respond with łnot_musicž

(full prompt in Figure 4).

While a single LLM enables people to prototype specific ML

features [8], their inherent limitations (e.g., lack of multi-step rea-

soning capabilities) make them less capable of prototyping complex

applications. In response, we previously proposed proposed the no-

tion of chaining multiple LLM prompts together, and demonstrated

the utilities of using chains [17]. We follow up on their work to

explore how users can author effective chains for prototyping.

3 PROMPTCHAINER: INTERFACE
REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS & DESIGN

3.1 Requirement Analysis

To inform the design of PromptChainer, we conducted a series of

formative studies with a team of two software engineers and three

1From Tensorflow.js https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs-models/tree/master/toxicity
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Branch: music relevance

Get factual answers Parse the list

Call YouTube API

Format the response

Input utterances 21

4 5

7

8

Branch: music intention3

Extract entities6

Filter: toxic response10Generate response9

Music chatbot: Respond to unstructured 

statements about music

For artist-The Beatles, 

I found  1. Get back

2. Hey Jude

3. Love me Do!

Music 

search

Play music by 

the Beatles.

[ Garth Brooks, 

George Strait, 

Dolly Parton ]

Music 

info.

Who are some 

Country artists?

I'm chillin', what can 

I do for you?

Not 

Music
Hey! what up?

You also suck!
Not 

Music
You suck!

3

3

2

2

8

5

9

10

Figure 2: An example chain for prototyping music chatbot, modified from a pilot user’s chain (its overview is in Figure 1). We

provide primary input-output examples, and annotate the node functionalities are annotated inline.

Node Type Description Example in Figure 2

L
L
M Generic LLM Use the LLM output directly as the node output. 4 6 9

LLM Classifier Use LLM output to filter and branch out inputs. 2 3

H
el
p
er Evaluation Filter or re-rank LLM outputs by human-designed criteria, e.g., politeness. 10 Toxicity classifier1

Processing Pre-implemented JavaScript functions for typical data transformation. 5 Split by number

Generic JavaScript User-defined JS functions, in case pre-defined helpers are insufficient. 8 Format the query

C
o
m
m
. Data Input Define the input to a chain. 1

User Action Enables external (end user) editing on intermediate data points. (Figure 5 11 )

API Call Call external functions to connect professional services with LLMs. 6 Call YouTube API

Figure 3: A summary of node types, including the core LLM nodes, helper nodes for data transformation and evaluation, and

communication nodes for exchanging LLM data with external users or services.

designers over the course of three months. These formative studies

included sessions reflecting on their experiences authoring LLM

chains without any assistance, as well as iterative design sessions

where they proposed and built their chains-of-interest in early

prototypes for several rounds, reporting back their pain points (the

chains from pilot studies are in Appendix A). We summarize our

observations into the following authoring challenges:

C.1 The versatility of LLMs and need for data transforma-

tions: The versatility of LLMs means that users need to

develop a mental model of their capabilities. LLMs also pro-

duce outputs in arbitrary string formats, making it nontrivial
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Figure 4: An expansion of Figure 2, is about music: (A) Node visualization: the node has an status icon (𝑎1), a list of named input

(𝑎2) and output handles (𝑎3), as well as detailed data previews (𝑎4). (B) Implementation: the handle names are synchronized

with the underlying prompt template (𝑏1). (C) We can debug the node at multiple levels.

to transform the output of upstream LLM steps to be com-

patible with the input to downstream steps.

C.2 The instability of LLM function signatures: LLMs also

lack stable function signatures, i.e., the semantic types of their

outputs easily vary with LLM prompts. This complicates lo-

cal chain iterations: for example, if a user’s edits on a prompt

unintentionally make an LLM step output numbered lists

instead of short phrases, this would introduce input errors to

the following steps, and thereby break the entire chain.

C.3 The likelihood of cascading errors: The black-box nature

of LLMs means that sub-optimal or even unsafe output in a

single step could potentially lead to cascading errors across

an LLM chain (see [14] for a similar observation in traditional

machine learning pipelines).

3.2 Interface Design

We design the interface in Figure 1 in response to the challenges,

with a Chain View (Figure 1A) for authoring the chain structure,

a Node View (Figure 1B) for authoring a single step (node) of the

chain, and support for chain debugging.

The Chain View is the visual panel for building and view-

ing chains. As in Figure 1A, each rectangle depicts a node, which

represents a single step in the chain, with the edges between them

denoting how these nodes are connected, or how the output of one

node gets used as the input to the next.

Node visualization. As shown in Figure 4 (a zoomed-in node of

Figure 2 2 ), each node can have one or more named inputs (𝑎2)

and outputs (𝑎3), which are used to connect nodes. Inspired by

several existing node-edge-based visual programming platforms2,

we provide node previews to increase chaining transparency, in-

cluding a status icon highlighting whether the node contains errors

(Figure 4𝑎1), as well as inline and detailed data views (𝑎3 and 𝑎4).

Node Types. As summarized in Figure 3, we define several types

of nodes to cover diverse user needs. At its core are two types of

LLM nodes: Generic LLM nodes and LLM Classifier nodes (See the

2e.g.,Maya: https://www.autodesk.com/products/maya/overview; Node-RED: https:
//nodered.org/

node definitions and examples in Figure 3). Users can implement

these nodes by providing a natural language prompt, call an LLM

with the prompt as input, and use the LLM outputs accordingly.

PromptChainer also provides helper nodes that address common

data transformation (C.1 in Section 3.1) and evaluation needs (C.3),

or to allow users to implement their own custom JavaScript (JS)

nodes. Finally, to support users in prototyping AI-infused appli-

cations, PromptChainer provides communication nodes for ex-

changing data with the external world (e.g., external API calls).

Example gallery. To address the versatility challenge of LLMs

(C.1), PromptChainer provides examples of frequently composed

(sub-)chains, to help users develop a mental model of which capa-

bilities are likely to be useful. These examples also serve as a soft

nudge towards a set of prompting patterns, such that users’ prompts

are more likely to be compatible with predefined processing nodes.

For example, Figure 2 4 is forked from an Ideation example that

returns numbered lists ł1) Garth Brooks 2) George Strait...ž, which

is parsable with the provided 5 Split by number node.

The Node View allows users to inspect, implement, and

test individual nodes (Figure 1B). When a node is selected, the

panel changes in accordance with the Node Type. PromptChainer

automatically parses the input names of a node based on the LLM

prompt for that node (or, for JavaScript helper nodes, based on the

function signature). For example, in Figure 4, the input handle 𝑎1
łuserž is synchronizedwith the bolded placeholder string [[user]]

(𝑏1) in its corresponding prompt template, meaning that the input

to 𝑎1 will be used to fill in 𝑏1 in the prompt. If a user changes 𝑏1
to e.g., [[sentence]], 𝑎1 would get renamed to łsentence,ž such

that there will be no outdated handles. As such, PromptChainer

automatically updates the global chain to be consistent with users’

local edits (addressing C.2).

Interactive debugging functionalities. To address the cascad-

ing error challenge (C.3), PromptChainer supports chain debugging

at various levels of granularity: First, to unit test each node, users

can use the provided testing block (Figure 4𝑐1) to test each node,

with examples independent of the remaining chain. Second, to per-

form end-to-end assessment, users can run the entire chain and log

the outputs per node, such that the ultimate chain output is easy to
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retrieve (Figure 4𝑐2). Third, to help users map global errors to local

causes, PromptChainer supports breakpoint debugging (Figure 4𝑐3),

and allows users to directly edit the output of a node before it is fed

into the next node. By fixing intermediate node outputs, users can

test a subset of downstream nodes independent of earlier errors.

4 USER FEEDBACK SESSIONS

We conducted a preliminary study to understand what kinds of

chainswould userswant to build, the extent towhich PromptChainer

supports their needs, and what additional challenges users face.

4.1 Study design

Because Chain authoring goes beyond single prompts to chaining

multiple prompts together, we recruited four participants (3 de-

signers, 1 developer within Google) who had at least some prior

experience with non-chained prompts: P1 and P2 had prior expe-

rience writing prompts, and P3 had seen some LLM demos. We

personally reached out to these participants in different product

teams, to prioritize interests and experience in a wide range of

domains. Before the study session, participants spent 30 minutes

on preparation: They watched a 10-minute tutorial on interface fea-

tures. They were also asked to prepare a task beforehand that they

believed would require multiple runs of the LLM, envision the LLM

call for each step, and draft each of those prompts. This way, the

study could focus on chaining prompts together rather than writ-

ing the initial prompts. In the hour-long actual study, participants

loaded their prompts and authored their envisioned Chain while

thinking aloud. To observe the extent to which PromptChainer

could support iteration, we asked participants to describe deficien-

cies (if any) in their Chain, and modify their Chains. We observed

and recorded their entire task completion sessions, and later tran-

scribed their comments for qualitative analysis. In total, participant

spent approximately 90 minutes, and received a $75 gift credit for

their time.

Underlying LLM.All of our experiments (including pilot study)

rely on the same underlying LLM called LaMDA [16]3: a 137 bil-

lion parameter, general-purpose language model. This model is

roughly equivalent to the GPT-3 model in terms of size and capa-

bility: it is trained with more than 1.5T words of text data, in an

auto-regressive manner using a decoder-only Transformer struc-

ture. It has comparable performances with GPT-3 on a variety of

tasks, and behaves similarly in its ability to follow prompts.

4.2 Study Results

We analyze our study to answer the three questions listed below.

Q:What kinds of chains would users want to build?

A: Users proposed diverse tasks, some that used branching logic,

and some that iterated on content. They used chaining not only

to address single-prompt limitations, but also to make their

prototypes extensible.

Chaining patterns. All participants successfully built their de-

sired chains during the study session, with the chains containing

on average 5.5 ± 0.9 nodes. As shown in Figure 5, participants built

chains for various kinds of tasks, ranging from music chatbot, to

3We used a non-dialog version of the model.

ads generator, to writing assistants. Their chain structures reflect

different high-level patterns: (1) P1 and P2 built chains with paral-

lel logic branches, similar to decision trees [7]. For example, P2’s

chain sought to generate specialized descriptions for different kinds

of product review attributes. They first classified whether attributes

were łhigh endž, łdiscountž, or łgenericž with 4 , which determined

which downstream node (specialized LLM description generator)

would run. (2) P3 and P4 built chains that incrementally iterate

on content. These chains usually take a divide-and-conquer strat-

egy [9]. For example, P4 wrote one story by first generating a list of

story outlines 10 , then generating paragraphs per point 12 , and

finally merging them back 13 .

Chaining rationales.While we primarily expected participants

to author chains for the purpose of combating LLM limitations

(as we previously observed [17]), interestingly, participants also

inserted chaining steps to make their prototypes more gener-

alizable. For example, though P3 knew they could directly build

an ideation node for łsummer vacation activitiesž, they instead

chose to build a more general ideator 6 combined with a summer

activity classifier 7 , such that they could łswitch the classifier for

any other time or variables, for variability and flexibility.ž Further, P4

mentioned the desire for taking intermediate control. Because

he noticed the top-1 LLM generations were not necessarily their

favorite, he built a chain to make active interventions: He first

over-generated three candidate story spines in 10 , from which he

would select and refine one of them in 11 for subsequent paragraph

expansions.

Q: To what extent does PromptChainer support users in itera-

tively authoring and improving their chains?

A: PromptChainer supported a variety of chain construction

strategies and enabled multi-level debugging.

Chain construction. Participants applied various chain con-

struction strategies. P1 performed a top-down approach, i.e., they

connected blank, placeholder nodes first to illustrate the imaginary

task decomposition before filling in the prompts. In contrast, the

other three participants worked on each node one at a time, be-

fore moving on to the next node: whereas P2 carefully ran and

tested each node, others created łrough draftsž, starting with basic

prompts and deferring detailed refinement of prompts until after

a draft chain was finished (P3: łI should probably move on with

this, I want to fine-tune my LLM prompt later.ž ). These varied chain

construction strategies indicate that PromptChainer can support

different pathways for chain prototyping, but that a common user

tendency may be to work one node at a time.

To further characterize the node utilities, we analyzed the node

distributions in both the user study chains and those from pilot

users (8 in total). We found that pre-defined helpers could cover

most of the chaining needs: participants used three times as many

pre-defined helpers (13 in total) as customized JS nodes (4). One

author further codified all the LLM nodes according to the primitive

LLM operations previously identified [17], and found that out of

the 27 LLM nodes, 7 were for categorizing inputs, 13 for sourcing

information from the LLM, and 7 for re-organizing the input. This

variety in utilization may have resulted from the PromptChainer’s

example galleries. For example, P4 successfully created their own
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Ideate story spine bullet points Select the best option Write paragraphs per point Parse the list Join paragraphs together Add “The End”

Classify review themes Generate specified blurbs

Ideate destinations

Ideate vacation activities Classify & filter activities for summer

Generate descriptions

Image query generator: Generate descriptions 

for imaginary summer vacation photos

People looking at art in the The San Diego Museum of Art(N/A)

Extract mentioned entities Parse the entity list Classify the entity Format the query Call external YouTube API

Writing assistant: Generate full stories from a character desc.

Once upon a time, there was a frog named...Morris was a small green amphibian with bulging eyes and a wide grin. He 

hated eating flies, but he had no choice. Eating flies is what frogs do...he started trying to catch other animals. 

He caught a few birds, a few squirrels, and even a few cats. But none of them tasted as good as flies. The End.

A frog name Morris who 

lives in a pond and 

hates eating flies

Music chatbot: respond to unstructured, music statements

1. Sting - Shape of My Heart

2. Sting - Desert Rose

3. Sting - Fields Of Gold

i love the 

song by Sting, 

so cool
P1

P2

P3

P4

1

3

9

4

5
6

7

1110

8

12

2

13

Ads generator: Generate editorial 

blurbs from review attributes

mall, food court, deals, brands

Sprawling outlet mall featuring 

discounted name-brand clothing & 

accessories, plus a food court.

Discount

Figure 5: Four different chains built by user study participants. P1 and P2’s chains used parallel branching logic , whereas P3

and P4’s chains depict iterative content processing. The full details are in Figure 6, Appendix A.

LLM classifier by forking a simple default example, even though

they were less familiar with prompting.

Chain debugging. When they completed constructing their

chains, all participants ran the chain end-to-end (Figure 4𝐶2) as an

łinitial debugging strategyž (P1 and P4). Afterwards, they usually

attributed chain failure to particular LLM nodes (P1: łeasy to pin-

point unexpected outputs from the data previewž ), and performed

local debugging. P1 appreciated the breakpoint functionality (Fig-

ure 4𝐶3), as they did not need to take the chain apart in order to

debug one of the nodes; P3, on the other hand, relied on the indepen-

dent testing block (Figure 4𝑐1) when debugging the Description

Generator 9 , as a way to avoid expensive executions on multiple

inputs coming from prior nodes.

Interestingly, most participants made some non-trivial refine-

ments to their pre-built prompts in the interface, even though they

had spent a fair amount of time doing prompt engineering before

the study. We hypothesize that being able to observe the interaction

effects between nodes affected their understanding and expectations

of each local node. For example, when constructing the story cre-

ation chain, P4 wanted to add a final ending, łThe Endž, to the

generated story. They first tried to always generate łThe Endž as

the final bulletpoint in the story outline (łStory Spine") in 10 , but

realized that this would cause paragraph generator 12 to produce

a paragraph repeating łThe End The End The End.ž They therefore

removed this generation from 10 , and instead (with some help from

the study facilitator) made a final JavaScript helper node 13 for

appending the text łThe Endž. This suggests that PromptChainer

can help users discover errors, though future research is needed in

supporting them to resolve identified problems through alternative

solutions.

Q:What are remaining challenges in chain authoring?

A: Ensuring coherence between interdependent sub-tasks; track-

ing chains with complex logic.

Chains with interdependent parallel tasks can lead to de-

creased coherence. Because P4’s story writing chain indepen-

dently generated a paragraph for each point in the outline, the final

essay lacked coherence: though the first several sentences followed

the input description (łMorris...hates eating fliesž), the final sen-

tence instead hinted that Morris likes flies (łnone of them tasted
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as good as fliesž). One pilot study user faced a similar challenge,

and created another input node to manually track previous outputs.

In the future, it may be worthwhile to further investigate methods

that consider inter-dependency between parallel sub-tasks [15].

Chains that involve more complex decomposition can be

overwhelming to track. In P1’s music chatbot chain, the extractor

node 2 produces a list of candidate entities per input. Thus, it

became unclear how the entities fed into the classifier 3 mapped

to the original input node 1 . We hope to enhance the tracing

capabilities of PromptChainer. For example, future work could

enable customized chain grouping: Instead of running one or all

of the nodes, participants can explicitly select a subset to run. We

may also add execution visualizations (e.g., taking inspiration from

Python Tutor4), to highlight the mapping from the original input

all the way to the final output.

4.3 Discussion and Limitations

Because participants were asked to pre-create some LLM prompts

for their desired sub-tasks prior to the study, this may have un-

intentionally led to participants feeling invested in their prompts

and their particular chain decomposition, making them less in-

clined to consider other chain structures or scrap the prompts they

had already created. Yet, prior work in prototyping indicates that

concurrently considering multiple alternatives (e.g., parallel proto-

typing [6]) can lead to better outcomes. Thus, future work could

explore how to encourage low-fi prototyping of multiple possible

chains: in other words, how can users create half-baked prompts

for each step, such that the feasibility of an entire chain can be

rapidly tested, without investing too much time designing each

prompt? For example, PromptChainer could perhaps encourage

users to start with only one or two examples in a few-shot prompt,

or start with a very simple zero-shot prompt (even if they don’t

initially perform reliably) to reduce initial time invested in each

prompt.

Given time constraints in the study, users may have also picked

tasks that were naturally easy to decompose. In the future, it would

be worthwhile to explore task decomposition strategies for even

larger and more complex tasks. For example, PromptChainer could

help encourage users to further decompose a node in the chain into

more nodes, if extensive prompting efforts appear unsuccessful.

5 CONCLUSION

We identified three unique challenges for LLM chain authoring,

brought on by the highly versatile and open-ended capabilities of

LLMs. We designed PromptChainer, and found that it helped users

transform intermediate LLM output, as well as debug the chain

when LLM steps had interacting effects. Our study also revealed

interesting future directions, including supporting more complex

chains, as well as more explicitly supporting łhalf-baked" chain

construction, so that users can easily sketch out a chain structure

without investing too much time prompting upfront.

4https://pythontutor.com/
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Classify review themes Generate specified blurbs

Ideate destinations

Ideate vacation activities Classify & filter activities for summer Generate descriptions

Extract mentioned entities Parse the entity list Classify the entity Format the query Call external YouTube API

P1

P2

P3

1

3

9

4

5

6

7

8

2

Writing assistant: Generate full stories from a character desc.

Once upon a time, there was a frog named...Morris was a small green 

amphibian with bulging eyes and a wide grin. He hated eating flies, 

but he had no choice. Eating flies is what frogs do...he started 

trying to catch other animals. He caught a few birds, a few squirrels, 

and even a few cats. But none of them tasted as good as flies.

A frog name 

Morris who 

lives in a 

pond and hates 

eating flies

P4

1110

12

13

Ideate story spine Select the best option Write paragraphs per spine Parse the list Join paragraphs together Add “The End”

Music chatbot: Respond to unstructured 

statements about music

1. Sting - Shape of My Heart

2. Sting - Desert Rose

3. Sting - Fields Of Gold

i love the 

song by Sting, 

so cool

Ads generator: Generate editorial 

blurbs from review attributes

mall, food court, deals, brands

Sprawling outlet mall featuring 

discounted name-brand clothing & 

accessories, plus a food court.

Discount
Image query generator: Generate descriptions 

for imaginary summer vacation photos

People looking at art [in the The San Diego Museum of Art](N/A)

Figure 6: The full details of user study chains.
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Music chatbot

Here are some songs by Sting 

starting with 1. Shape of My 

Heart, 2. Desert Rose, and 

3. Fields of Gold.

find some song by sting

Classifier on whether a msg is 

crucial enough to interrupt 

current user action

Oven is off.

sitting in a cafe

I had to leave in a hurry. 

Could you make sure my 

oven is off?

Facebook Messenger

Msg

Source

User

Reading assistant: Summarize long essay 

An essay about pros and 

cons on tent camping.
Each year, thousands of people throughout the United States 

choose to spend their vacations camping in the great 

outdoors... These three types of camping troubles can 

strike campers almost anywhere…[1000+ words] A how-to essay

Description

Style

A

B

C

Figure 7: The chains built by pilot users.
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